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Big data analysis is key to onboard
buyers successfully (Part 1)
MM Uddin
Our marketing and the merchandising teams are
now under pressure as lots of buyers are canceling
their running orders. Some buyers postponed their
shipment dates due to the ongoing COVID situation.
If the factory cannot be able to deliver the goods at
a scheduled time the inventory will go up, payment
will be delayed and liabilities will go higher.

using any data collecting tools yet which can analyze
the big data. Big data is a field that treats ways to
analyze, systematically extract information from, or
otherwise, deal with data sets.
The gravity of data has been gradually recognized
by fashion professionals to improve sales and
margins because fashion brands and retailers need

Figure 1: Data and data analysis tools will key to understand the
future demand of a market amid this new normal.

So it is a normal demand to onboard some new
customers to survive and continue the business
expansion.
However, in this pandemic situation, it is very hard
to onboard new buyers since the buyer is under
pressure too. They do not want to develop any
new suppliers as they could not settle their existing
orders, also the end customer is saving money to
face the COVID challenge.
In this dire situation, it is very important to
understand the future demand of a market. If you
do not understand the future demand of the market,
you will not be able to give quick support to the
buyers and cannot bring customer satisfaction that
will lead you to lose the business.
Way to identify future market demand
To understand the future market demand, we need
lots of data and data analysis tools. Nonetheless,
it's really unfortunate that though we are passing
the mature stage as a producer country, we are not

Figure 2: Finally data analytics, machine learning, computing
power, the value of utilizing AI-based software or applications
has been recognized by fashion brands, suppliers and retailers.

to develop, manufacture, and sell styles that resonate
with consumers.
Finally, advancements in data analytics, machine
learning, and computing power, the value of
utilizing artificial intelligence (AI)-based software
or applications has been well recognized by fashion
brands, suppliers and retailers who want to apply a
data-driven decision-making approach to develop
more efficient fashion design, merchandising, and
marketing strategies.
Data is abundant in the current fashion business
environment as sales data, product information,
and consumer data are constantly collected and
analyzed. There are many retailers like Amazon,
eBay, Alibaba, or pure online players who have been
aggressively finding ways to apply advanced data
analytics to improve performance in design and
product development, merchandising, marketing,
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Figure 3: Suppliers in the fashion industry need to incorporate
data analytics and AI technologies in their design and
merchandising processes to understand market demand.

operations, channel management, etc.
The most significant reason fashion brands and
retailers are seeking ways to optimize data analytics
is to improve their product offerings through precise
personalization for targeted customers, which would
eventually bring higher sell-through and profitability.
According to the survey done by JDA Software Inc.
in 2018, 2019 43% of fashion brands and retailers
planned to invest in customer-based data science in
the next five years for converting customer data into
personalized merchandising assortments based on
their lifestyle and localized trends.

Big data collection software collecting data from
social media like FB, Twitter, Likee, Tik-Tok, shopping
behavior, eye movement, body language and so
many ways. This type of scattered data does not give
the specific decision, to make any specific decision
about design, fashion trends, target customer,
seasons, and cultural trends need to use data
analysis tools which will give the perfect decision to
make the best design for the target customer and it
will increase sales and the profitability.
If Bangladesh's fashion industry does not align with
the customers' demand and the marketing strategy,
the industry will lose business and some smart
manufacturing countries will be replaced in our
position.
I know about one of the giant textile factories of
Bangladesh--didn't want to mention the name of
the factory--who attended a Trade Fair in the USA
in 2019 when US buyers were looking for winter
collections, the company brought all of the summer
products.
A customer came and observed their products,
but they did not express any interest to place an
order. When they did the root-cause analysis found
they are lacking in having enough data about the
market, upcoming situation, future prediction, trends,
seasons, etc.
So that suppliers in the fashion industry need to
incorporate data analytics and AI technologies
in their design and merchandising processes.
Otherwise, they cannot onboard new customers and
they will not be able to enter new markets.
(To be continued…)

World Bank launches funds $7.5m for BD’s PPE producers
Arif-Uz-Zaman
Bangladeshi companies producing
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), diagnostic equipment, and
clinical equipment, for domestic
and foreign markets can borrow
from the A $7.5 million fund
monetised by the World Bank. The
fund has been launched to help
Bangladeshi companies producing
medical and personal protective
equipment (MPPE) to combat the
Covid-19 pandemic.
This Covid-19 Enterprise Response
Fund (CERF) will provide loans
ranging from $50,000 to $5
lakh as part of the Export

Competitiveness for Jobs (EC4J)
Project. The term of the fund is
from April this year to December
2022. The Export Competitiveness
for Jobs (EC4J) Project is project
under the commerce ministry.
It is a six-year project aimed at
supporting the government’s
export diversification targets.
Companies that manufacture
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), diagnostic equipment and
clinical equipment for export and for
local markets–also have three years
of experience–can have the loans
from this fund. They have to maintain

environmental protection rules.
“The fund would play a role in
advancing the production of
health safety materials as well as
help in diversifying exports, which
would increase employment,” said
Mercy Miyang Tembon, country
director of the World Bank for
Bangladesh and Bhutan.
However, noting that Bangladesh is
not worried about such concerns,
he said his ministry is focusing
on the diversification of export
products and markets to meet the
challenge.
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Asia Pacific Rayon to
ramp up viscose fibre
production to meet
market demand
APR Story
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR) plans to increase its
production capacity to 600,000 tons to meet the
strong growth potential of viscose staple fiber (VSF)
and strengthen its market position in Indonesia and
export markets across the region.
The additional capacity will be achieved through
improved optimization and efficiencies, and by adding
300,000-tonne viscose production facility in Pangkalan
Kerinci - Riau, Indonesia where APR is co-located with
sister company and fiber supplier APRIL Group.
The expansion will utilize APRIL’s current rayon grade
AE pulp capacity from existing pulp production
lines, with fiber supply sourced from APRIL’s existing
responsibly managed renewable fiber plantations
in compliance with internationally recognized
forest certification standards and its sustainability
policy and in keeping with the recently announced
APRIL2030 commitments and targets.
Construction of the additional APR production lines
is scheduled to commence in the second half of
2021 and will include features such as a chemical
recovery process upgrade, slush-pulp processing
installation and other investments aimed at reducing
APR’s energy use and environmental footprint.
Upon the additional lines’ completion in 2023, APR
will be the world’s largest single-site integrated
viscose manufacturing facility, seamlessly integrating
dissolving wood pulp from APRIL’s renewable fiber
plantations.
“As a relatively new entrant in the VSF market, APR
has established a strong market presence within
two years with a growing network of customers
in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Turkey. Our
VSF business will continue to expand into the
international markets by partnering with others in the
textile value chain. With the advantage of economies
of scale, we are committed to responding to
customer demand for sustainable viscose with quality,
differentiated product offerings, and competitive
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Figure: APR plans to increase its production capacity to 600,000
tons to meet the strong growth potential of viscose staple fiber.

pricing,” said Sachin Malik, APR Sales Head.
Formally inaugurated by Indonesia President Joko
Widodo in February 2020, APR is a vertically
integrated operation from renewable fiber
plantations to high-value textile development,
located in Riau, Sumatra. In the same year, Asia
Pacific Yarn (APY) and Jakarta Fashion Hub (JFH)
were established to respectively support yarn
research and development, and promote fashion
design talent and collaboration.
APR ensures that dissolving wood pulp sources
come from internationally recognised, credible forest
certification systems such as PEFC™ which guarantee
the wood fibre to be from sustainably managed
forests and controlled sources. APR will continue to
maintain 100% PEFC™ Chain of Custody certification
for our viscose.
APR’s products carry the labels MADE in GREEN
by OEKO-TEX®, USDA Biobased, Seedling, OK
biodegradable, and Medically Tested-Tested for
Toxins by FKT. The company obtained ISO 9001
quality management and 14001 environmental
management systems, and 45001 for occupational
health and safety management systems.

Tested Means Trusted
Today’s consumers demand safe, eﬀec�ve and quality products with increasing levels of sustainability. With the rise in
technology, consumer purchases can take place anywhere from the high street to the home, at the tip of their fingers.
From the phones they use and the clothes they wear, the toys in the nursery and the chair they sit on, to domes�c
appliances in the kitchen and even the lo�ons they put on their skin, consumers put their trust in brands and retailers
to offer products that are safe to use and deliver on their promises.
SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY.
Established in 1878... More than 89,000 employees globally... More than 2600 offices around the world.
CONTACT US
CORPORATE OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
2nd, 6th -10th, 13th Floor, Noor Tower;
110, Bir U�am C R Da�a Road,
Dhaka- 1205
t: + 88 02 967 6500;
m: +880 1755 607 022
e: lab.bangladesh@sgs.com

GULSHAN OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
House 37, Road 24, Gulshan- 1,
Dhaka- 1212
t: +88 02 986 2740;
e: sgs.bangladesh@sgs.com

CHITTAGONG OFFICE
SGS BANGLADESH LTD
IIUC Tower, 7th and 11th Floor,
Plot 9, SK. Mujib Road, Agrabad,
Chi�agong- 4100.
t: +88 031 715 037, 715 074, 715 082
e: lab.chi�agong@sgs.com
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Shangu Tex Ltd. received RSC
recognition letter for completing
100% safety measures
Rahbar Hossain
After Rana Plaza and Tazreen Fashion incidents, the
Bangladesh garments industry is now in unparallel
height in building, fire and others safety parameters.
Owners and associations sincerely looked into the
matters and it is now considered that Bangladesh is
the safest garments manufacturing hub in the world. Also,
maximum LEED certified factories are in Bangladesh
which is a matter of pride for the whole industry.

Maheer Mannan, Deputy Managing Director of
Shangu Tex Ltd said, “We have completed more than
80% required remediation measures under Accord,
and now completed 100% measures under RSC. I
want to thank the RSC team to give support in this
pandemic situation.”
“Previously factories did not have any scope to
say anything. But now we can share our opinions
which is important to complete such gigantic work,”
Maheer Mannan added further.
1600+ factories right now RSC enlisted where
remediation process is going on or end successfully.
It has been seen that Accord tried to linger the
remediation process end of their period. Many
factories faced losses due to different inspection
teams operating in the same factory. Based on the
cases, the Textile Today Factory Tales team collected
some opinions from the industry that can improve
the operation of RSC onward. They are:

Figure 1: Shangu Tex-2 Ltd received the recognition letter
recently after completing its remediation measures suggested by
the Accord and RSC.

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in
Bangladesh was signed on 15 May 2013. It was a
five-year independent, legally binding agreement
between global brands and retailers and trade unions
designed to build a safe and healthy Bangladeshi
ready-made garment (RMG) Industry. The agreement
was created in the immediate aftermath of the Rana
Plaza building collapse.

•	The inspection team should be fixed for a factory
to avoid overlaps in the remediation process
•	There should be a standard documentation system
for the factories which will be accepted by all
brands and buyers
•	Safety equipment brands should not be fixed by
the certification body, otherwise, the providing
vendors take the price advantage rather should
ensure the quality of the equipment

The Accord shut down its operation in Bangladesh
on 31st May 2020 and handed over the charges to
the RMG Sustainability Council (RSC) which started
its operation from 1st June 2020.
Due to the Corona pandemic, the launching was slow
but RSC successfully issued many recognition letters
of remediation measures completion to the factories.
Shangu Tex-2 Ltd also received the recognition letter
recently after completing its remediation measures
suggested by the Accord and RSC.
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Figure 2: Maheer Mannan, Deputy Managing Director of Shangu Tex Ltd.

Exports Update

•	There should be an opinion
giving space for factories so
that the whole process can
be completed in a win-win
condition
A safe workplace gives mental
security to the staff. So, safety
should be ensured for the factories
themselves. Almost all exportoriented garments factories of
Bangladesh are now aware of
workplace safety. This should not
come as a burden for the factories
due to a haphazard decision from
the workplace safety ensuring
body. Which fell the factories in
financial losses too.

Figure 3: Shangu Tex Ltd completed more than 80% of required remediation measures
under Accord, and now completed 100% of measures under RSC.

Bangladesh secures better performance in
brassieres shipment to US
Nurnahar Akter Tania
Brassieres have continued to
stay positive in the US market
as import of the product grew

percent. On the other hand, as far
as month-over-month (M-o-M)
performance, the USA’s import of

brassieres has fallen in February
’21 as compared to January 21 –
marginally by 3.28 percent.
On January 21, the import valued
US $ 214.33 million, which dropped
by around the US $ 7 million on
February 21. Indonesia, Vietnam
and Bangladesh continued a
positive trend on M-o-M basis
shipment (value-wise export) while
China and Sri Lanka saw a decline.
In month-over-month (M-o-M)
performance Bangladesh holds
second position attaining 5.43
percent growth while Indonesia
fetched the 1st position growing
7.56 percent.
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Advancing RMG technology uptake
post-COVID-19 pandemic
Rahbar Hossain
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began globally, the
textile and apparel industry has undergone some
monumental transformations that would previously
have taken decades. One of which is the innovation
and adoption of technology.

have had to find new ways to connect with suppliers."
Emergent technologies
Artificial Intelligence and 3D modelling technology, in
particular, have risen in popularity, allowing suppliers to
offer digital samples and set up virtual showrooms.
Serai's Ramachandran also points to new
technology-led solutions particularly in the space of
supply chain transparency.
3D evolution
Yet for all the technologies developed in the last
year, 3D tools appear to have picked up the most
pace, evolving design technology to offer a solution
to help companies now working remotely.

Figure: Innovation and adoption of technology in textile
and apparel industry has undergone some monumental
transformations in COVID-19 pandemic.

Where once investment in technology was seen as
a nice-to-have, the pandemic has fundamentally
shifted how companies operate, how they
communicate and how they think about issues such
as sustainability – making new tools a necessity
if they are to continue operating effectively and
manage the changes wrought upon them.
"We have seen a lot of changes with both retailers and
manufacturers as a result of the pandemic," says Ram Sareen,
CEO-founder of fashion technology provider Tukatech.
3D design and prototyping, customization, ondemand, microfactories, enhanced PLM, made-tomeasure, and digital try-on are just some of the new
innovations emerging to help speed up time-to-market,
reduce costs and waste, and improve efficiency.
Digitalization, big data and analytics are all helping
companies look beyond the crisis to secure a competitive
advantage and forecast trends more accurately.
COVID-19 effect
"COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption of new
technologies across industries. This is especially
evident in the apparel trade, which has traditionally
relied on physical interactions," explains Vivek
Ramachandran, CEO of Serai, HSBC's business-tobusiness apparel trade platform.
"The disruption of travel has forced a change in
behaviors. Suppliers have had to find new ways to
showcase their products and capabilities, and buyers
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"In the beginning it took many years to make people
trust 3D so that it can become a substitute to what
they know," explains Avihay Feld, co-founder and
CEO of software specialist Browzwear.
"Now it's not only about trusting 3D to be able to do
something but moving more and more portions of the
workflow into 3D. In the beginning it was just garment
creation and testing the fit, now it's design and selling.
Investments in technologies for 3D modelling and
digital sampling are all contributing to faster and
more effective decisions, less fabric waste, and a
smaller carbon footprint.
H&M's Berlin-based innovation lab recently developed
technology based on a 3D photogrammetry scanner
developed by NeXR. The virtual fitting solution will
enable customers to try out clothing on their own
individual avatars. A prototype is expected to be
available for summer 2021 in select German stores.
With 3D now having to take the place of physical
samples in many cases, fashion technology provider
Tukatech last year introduced what it called "the first
feel factor value for fabrics" based on a mathematical
calculation using bend and surface friction values
in all warp, weft and shear directions. The feature is
designed to help 3D product design relate to fabric
feel without the need for a physical sample, which
can delay the development process.
A learning curve
While the broader impact of the pandemic is nothing
short of catastrophic, Leader's believes the one silver
lining is the change in mindset and the adoption of
new technology-led solutions.
This is certainly true of companies still using
outdated technology, according to Greg Moore, CEO

Te c h To d a y

of fit solutions specialist WAIR.

technologies are developed and adopted.

The pandemic certainly exposed a country's
dependence on imports, but it has also shown the
industry's abilities to meet the challenge, with personal
protective equipment (PPE) a great examples.

Gooten's Rainey believes the industry has been
struggling to stay up to speed with all of the new
consumer requirements the pandemic has dumped on it.

Many fashion businesses want to be made in the
USA, however there is a notable skills gap because of
decades of offshoring manufacturing.
Ensuring a green future
There was always a risk that sustainability might take
a back seat during the pandemic, but innovation in
this area has not slowed down. New technologies are
also emerging to help cut waste, energy, and improve
traceability, amongst others.
Fast-tracking to the future
The uncertainty around whether factories and
businesses will recover, if sustainability can return to
the top of company agendas, and whether the pace
of change will continue, may all depend on what

Eventually, a person will be able to scan, and their
body will become 3D and they can try on garments.
They will need to have some sort of 3D garment on
their computer or smart mirror when they stand in
front of it and see themselves dressing garments
digitally and then they can buy it.
But where 3D is concerned, while digital samples are
growing in popularity for brands and manufacturers
wanting a more efficient process, there is no escaping
the desire to want to physically touch materials.
Technology could also have a positive impact on
bricks-and-mortar shopping, according to retail
technology business NearSt.
The technologies now emerging have the ability to turn
the apparel industry on its head. But with all of this
comes the need to upskill the workforce for the future.

LAB 101’s campaign for ‘Revival of Denim’
Md. Al-Amin
For nearly 2 years a picture has been doing a lot
of rounds in the fashion industry where we can see
shiny walls made of aluminum and blood circulation
on a dead denim product lying on the operation
table. And this is what creates a stir in the fashion
industry and textile industry around the world.
In November 2018, Mapo-Gu, in Seoul, Korea, launched
a denim brand called ‘Lab 101’ who designs innovative
and exceptional denim stores. Just as some food and
essential stores or essential hospitals are open 24 hours
a day, the store is designed to highlight the importance
of denim and fashion, where the store will be available
24 hours a day and night.
People loved the unique and trendy design, the
denim brand ‘LAB101’ has opened its new flagship
store. It is an unmanned 24-hour store that is rarely
seen in the local fashion industry.
The theme of the entire space is being considered
as ‘A Renaissance of Denim,’ and similarly, some
more basic items have been added to the store. For
example, shiny metal has been added inside the
store, and a blue fixture can also be noticed in detail
when rotated around it.
Lab 101 has only one outer gate, which is responsible for
a very little understanding of what is inside it. "Lab101
does not display products in an open space like other
ordinary stores," said the design lab in a loud voice to
highlight the importance of the denim & fashion industry
The company's director, Zeng Heung-wook, said
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Figure: ‘Lab 101’ created a stir in the fashion industry and textile
industry around the world with its innovative concept.

about it "In the case of denim, there are many
consumers who try to take products alone & offline.
Some others try to wear clothes fitted to the body,
and all the benefits are here."
It can also be an example regarding its payment &
security system. The unmanned payment system
is installed throughout the store. By tagging the
product, when you want to purchase on the payment
device, you can decide whether to pick up the item
from the size selection and inventory information,
pick up the item at the site, or receive it by courier.
Theft and security issues, one of the anxiety factors
of unmanned stores, have also been thoroughly
prepared. Like manned stores, theft prevention tag
was attached to the CCTV and clothing in the store,
as well as allowing customers to enter the store only
by tagging a credit or debit card.

D e n i m To d a y

Aaron Denim launches its’ 2nd fabric exhibition
to showcase and thrive innovation with fashion
Rahbar Hossain
Aaron Denim Ltd. bit by bit taking
the Bangladesh denim industry’s
leadership by its innovative
activities. In this succession, the
factory launches its’ 2nd fabric
exhibition ‘The American Dream’
at the factory premises, Savar,

inauguration ceremony of the
exhibition.
“We have got a huge response
from our 1st fabric exhibition
in 2020 which motivated us to
arrange such exhibition further

in this critical business situation,”
said Mazakat Harun, Managing
Director of Aaron Denim Ltd.
Aaron Denim Ltd. redefined its
vision and mission to cope up with
the fashion world. “We have the
plan to establish a fashion brand
soon locally, but we will go for the
international market in 2nd phase.
Also, we will take the advantage
of online as the internet is now
available at mass level and peoples
are more comfortable in online
marketing,” Sayed Ibn Mazakat
said to Textile Today.
“This exhibition we are doing not
actually for business purpose, but
to show and thrive the innovation
with fashion,” he added further.
The company has a dedicated
fashion & design team, also
a strong R&D and product
development team who are working
relentlessly behind the show.

Figure 1: Mazakat Harun, Managing Director of Aaron Denim Ltd. (middle) and Sayed Ibn
Mazakat, Deputy Managing Director & CEO, Aaron Denim Ltd. (R to L first).

Mazakat confirmed that they will
arrange another exhibition to
show the developments before the
winter season.

Dhaka from 3rd to 9th April. The
company showcases around 80
different types of denim fabrics
and exhibits Summer & Retro
fashion for the upcoming season
focusing the sustainability with
fashion in denim.
Mazakat Harun, Managing Director
of Aaron Denim Ltd.; Sayed
Ibn Mazakat, Deputy Managing
Director & CEO, Aaron Denim
Ltd.; Golam Monzur Ahamed,
Director, Aaron Denim Ltd.; Ishrat
Fahmida, Director, Aaron Denim
Ltd and many other buyers and
professionals were present at the

Figure 2: The company showcases around 80 different types of denim fabrics and
exhibits Summer & Retro fashion for the upcoming season focusing the sustainability
with fashion in denim.
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Brands and manufacturers joint effort
can meet standard life commitments
of apparel workers
S. A. Kiron
Garment workers in Bangladesh
have hit the headlines in global
media for many reasons over the
last few years. Many lives were lost
in several high-profile industrial
disasters in the country following
which local garment factories have
taken extensive safety measures
in face of growing national and
international pressure.
While the ongoing initiatives at
RMG factories have focused on
workers’ physical safety issues,
there needs to be given due
importance on their general health,
wellbeing and quality of life.
Due to the increased participation
of women in paid work, the issues
of their safety and security in the
workplace and on the commute to
work have now come to the fore.
A decent and standard working
environment highly influences
workers’ efficiency and health and
protects them from a work-related
injuries. For Illness and injury,
workers have to spend more money
for health purposes, which limits
their access to other basic needs.
If simple workplace policies and
practices like ensuring building
and electrical safety, firefighting
capabilities, and access to
appropriate emergency exits had
been taken, many valuable lives
could have been saved in the past.
The conflagration in the Tazreen
Fashions factory in November
2012 killed at least 117 workers and
injured 200 others. As the call for
ensuring the safety of workers’
lives got louder, dozens of retailers
and brands formed the accord on
fire and building safety.
Low-paying Salary
Countries such as Bangladesh
are popular places for offering
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Figure: RMG factories have focused on workers’ physical safety issues, there needs to be
given due importance on their general health, wellbeing and quality of life.

cheap labor alongside expertise
in clothing manufacture. Brands
flock here to source more than
$30 billion worth of “ready-made
garments,” or RMG, making
Bangladesh the world’s secondlargest apparel manufacturing
center, after China.

of labor and employment relations
at Penn State University and an
expert on the Bangladeshi garment
industry, warns that the combination
of massive job losses and the
purging of union activists could
lead to worsening conditions for
employees, including forced labor.

The legal minimum wage for
garment workers in the country
is 8,000 taka (£73.85) a month.
Campaigners say workers need
16,000Tk to live a comfortable life
in Bangladesh. With such low wages,
employees often feel compelled to
take on a large amount of overtime
to make ends meet.

“This is a profound international
crisis that has disproportionately
affected the people at the bottom
of the supply chain, to the extent
that their very survival is at stake,”
said Anner. “We’ll be seeing the
repercussions for years to come.”

COVID-19 and RMG Industry
According to the media reports,
thousands of workers have lost
their jobs across the country
due to the impact of COVID-19.
Moreover, during lockdown
hundreds of thousands of workers
were not paid for their finished
work. Work conditions have
deteriorated drastically since the
onset of the pandemic.
Mark Sebastian Anner, a Professor
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Health-related issues
Pregnant workers said that
working conditions set by the
factories were quite unfavorable to
their physical condition.
Health is a basic human right. It also
makes an important contribution
to economic progress, as healthy
people live longer, are more
productive, and can save more.
According to the reports published
in different local media, garment
workers in large numbers suffer
from a host of chronic health

News and Analysis

issues. Generally, women of
low socioeconomic status in
developing countries are in some
of these non-fatal or non-traumatic
health conditions.

Improved Nutrition (GAIN), a Swissbased international organization,
about 43 percent of workers in the
country’s lucrative RMG industry are
suffering from malnutrition,

costs go up every time. “So, there
would be no tangible improvement
in the workers’ quality of life after
the wage rise,” CPD’s Dr. Khondaker
Golam Moazzem.

The following health conditions are
reported to be the most prevalent
among garment workers: dysuria;
joint pain; hypertension; vision
problems; insomnia; asthma; anxiety;
gout; diabetes; and heart attack.

Housing Problem

Brands need to keep their
commitments

It is not surprising that a health
condition like dysuria (painful or
difficult urination) is so highly
prevalent among young female
garment workers. Urinary tract
infection, vaginitis, urinary
retention, sexually transmitted
conditions are related to dysuria.
Many garment and textile workers
are said to have been affected by
Asthma while working in factories.
Their living arrangements
(deplorable housing conditions
coupled with exposure to air
pollution outside) exacerbate this.
According to Global Alliance for

A good number of workers, mostly
women, live in cramped quarters
and half their wages often go
towards rent. Married female RMG
workers often live with their family,
including their husbands and
children, in one room and share
the bathroom and kitchen with
other garment workers and their
family members.

There is a policy commitment from
all fashion brands to ensure workers
are paid for making their clothes.
Manufacturers and brands are equally
responsible to ensure a standard life
for the garment workers.
However, a recent investigation
by the Business & Human Rights
Resource Centre (BHRRC) showed
eight factories supplying 16 major
fashion brands and found nearly
10,000 workers fighting for wages
and benefits legally owed.

The minimum wage went up
from Tk 3,000 in 2010 to Tk
8,000 in 2019. Unfortunately,
Bangladesh’s garment workers’
overall cost of living has increased
by 86 percent between 2013 and
2018 where food cost increased
by 56.8 percent and non-food
cost increased by 115.4 percent,
according to a study by CPD. With a
hike in wages in the sector, housing

The workers are not paid in full for
work the factories supplying the
16 fashion brands including H&M,
Nike & Levi’s. In the last six months
of 2020 alone, the brands they
produced brought at least US$10
billion in profits combined.
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S o u r c i n g To d a y

Sourcing from China suffers another blow
John Foote
After four years of bad news for
China sourcing—tariffs and rumors
of tariffs, allegations of forced
labor on an almost unfathomable
scale, the risk getting drawn into
political crossfire—it might seem
that there aren’t many shoes left
to drop. Hopes that 2021 might
bring a ‘return to normal’ were
challenged on March 1, not by
political developments or another
explosive human rights exposé,
but by a U.S. court ruling calling
into question the viability of “first
sale” for companies sourcing from
China—and Vietnam too, for good
measure.

importers. At a minimum, though,
the risk associated with utilizing
first sale has shifted. Companies
that rely on first sale for China
and Vietnam sourcing should take
additional steps to mitigate the
risk of exposure for additional
customs duties and penalties.
First sale is widely used by apparel
importers as a tried-and-true
method of reducing tariff liability.
If the necessary conditions are
satisfied, an importer is able to
value goods for customs purposes
on the basis of an earlier sale in
the chain of transactions leading

These importers pressed their
case in court, and the courts
agreed. The landmark case from
the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit laid out the basic
requirements for first sale, which
have been repeated in many
subsequent court cases, and
dozens of customs rulings since. In
common recitation, there are three
elements.
As mentioned above, the value
statute specifies that a transaction
value must involve a “sale for
exportation,” so that’s element No.
1. Goods sold in a valid first sale
must be clearly destined to the
United States at the time the sale
takes place.
The other two “elements” of first
sale aren’t actually unique to first
sale; they’re simply reiterations of
requirements that apply to the use
of any sales price as a customs
value. If you want to declare a
sales price as a customs value—
whether it’s a first sale, a last sale,
or something in between—it must
be a “bona fide sale” that occurs at
“arm’s length.” Those are elements
No. 2 and No. 3.

Figure: "First sale" import conditions are under renewed scrutiny. Courtesy: Adobe
Stock/blvdone

If not reversed on appeal, the
decision by the U.S. Court of
International Trade (CIT) in Meyer
Corp. U.S. v. United States imperils
the use of first sale, and could
increase the customs duty expense
of sourcing apparel from these
countries by an average of 10 to 15
percent.
Much depends not only on how
the case fares if appealed, but
on how U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (“CBP”) decides
to apply the decision to other
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to importation. The classic
example is a three-tier transaction
involving a factory (for instance, in
China), a middleman (say, in Hong
Kong) and a U.S. importer.
The U.S. customs value statute—
that is, a law passed by Congress
and signed by the president—says
that an importer can value goods
for importation on the basis of
the price actually paid or payable
“when sold for exportation to the
United States.”

April 2021

The idea is that in a non-market
economy (an official status
conferred on China and Vietnam
under U.S. law), non-market
influences could result in artificial
depression of prices for any
number of reasons—because
the production of cotton is
subsidized, because factories
take a government payment
to employ certain workers, or
because polyester manufacturers
don’t have to pay market rates for
rent or utilities, just to name a few
examples.
Whether the case is appealed or
not, all importers relying on first
sale should reevaluate their first
sale programs in light of this case.
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